In October 2017, TMS plans to launch Skillsoft Books to replace Books 24x7. Key improvements will provide easier, seamless access to what you want when you want it using a clean and streamlined interface.

**FEATURES**

- **My History** keeps track of all Skillsoft videos and books you’ve accessed and completed.
- **Support** is just a click away.
- **Featured Topics** and **Featured Content** shows what's trending across VA and provides quick access to these videos and books.
- **My Favorites** lets you maintain your own library to personalize your learning and provide quick and ready access.
- **The Library** provides full access to all of the previous book titles and videos as well as newly added ones.

For more information, contact Brenda Blair-Gordon in the Office of Enterprise Support Services, Human Resources Enterprise Center at Brenda.Blair-Gordon@va.gov.